
Tracking and Behavior Analysis of Pedestrians in Autonomous Driving 

The goal of this project is to develop a pedestrian focused dataset based on data 

collected from Skynet. The dataset will be used to train and test anticipation algorithms 

but may also be used for tracking and detection applications. The student’s main 

responsibilities would involve developing a ROS framework for tracking and data 

annotation. 

 

Contact: jan268@cornell.edu 

Requirements: Strong skill in python2 and ROS are recommended. No prior 

experience in tracking or detection algorithms necessary. 

Credits: 4 
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Development of Search & Rescue Simulator in ROS 
 

In this project, your goal is to put together a simulation framework of a Search and Rescue                 
mission, which will be used by people in our lab for testing multi-robot algorithms. 
 
You will develop a disaster scenario environment using ROS and Gazebo. ROS is an open               
source platform for robotic development with several available packages and tools, and Gazebo             
allows you to simulate 3D robots. The disaster scenario can be built-upon a floorplan to create a                 
fire or collapse building, for example. This project can be extended to experiments with real               
ground and aerial robots in upcoming semesters (contingent upon student performance). 
 
This project is intended for a team of two students. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Deliverables: 
 

● Search & Rescue simulated environment in ROS, with well documented code 
● Ground and Aerial Robot Models for use in search and rescue scenario 
● Written instructions on how to operate the simulator (run, change parameters etc) 

 
Requirements: Programming experience in Python. Familiarity with ROS/Gazebo is a plus. 
 
Contact: Beatriz Asfora (ba386@cornell.edu) 
Professor: Mark Campbel (mc288@cornell.edu) 
 
Course number: TBD according to student’s major 
 
Credits: 3  
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Localization and Mapping of a Jackal UGV 

 

In this project, you will use the ROS package AMCL (or a similar package) for the localization and 

mapping of a Jackal and other robots that will be moving throughout rooms and hallways in 

Upson Hall. The robot should be able to be autonomously driven to specific rooms using its 

created maps. You will need to:  

1. Create a map of the 5th floor of Upson Hall using a depth sensor 

2. Use the created map and depth sensor to localize the jackal 

3. Identify objects that were not present from the mapping (people) 

 

 

 

 

Requirements: Experience using ROS and Python 

Preferred but not required: Completed the course Autonomous Mobile Robots (MAE 

4180/5180, CS 3758, ECE 4772/5772) 

Professor: Hadas Kress-Gazit (hadaskg@cornell.edu) 
Course number: CS4999/CS5999/ MAE4900/MAE6900 

Credits: 3-4 

Contact: David Gundana (dog4@cornell.edu) 
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Automated warehouse in a day 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In this project, we develop tools to automatically synthesize provably safe control (high-level plan and 
low-level controllers) for multiple forklifts that run autonomously in a warehouse given a high-level task. 
The forklifts perform the high-level tasks (such as picking and dropping pallets in the right place, going to 
recharge when needed, obeying traffic rules, etc.) while avoiding obstacles, humans and other forklifts. 
Apart from simulations, the algorithms are being tested in the ASL lab with Jackal robots. 

The project is intended for one undergraduate student to help and write a GUI application that will allow 
the user to specify the tasks, draw the map, interface with the algorithms and run the robots. There 
might be also integration with interfacing an actual forklift. 

Deliverables: 

• Well documented code for a GUI application (preferably Python) 
• Live demonstration of the GUI 

Requirements:  

• Programming experience (Python advantage) 
• Basic familiarity with working in Linux environment 

Contact: Guy Scher (gs679@cornell.edu) 

Course number: CS4999/CS5999/MAE4900/MAE6900 Credits: 4 
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